
STEERING GROUP MEETING MINUTES
Buccleuch Hotel

Monday 13th June, 2016, 19.30

Present :         Peter Bower, Juliet Brown, Colin Brydon, Jon Haydon, Tom
   Mulholland, Robbie Porteous, Peter Beck-Samuels
Apologies:             Richard Musgrave-Wood, Peter Ryan

In Attendance: Peter Dreghorn,  Miles Hargreaves,  Eryl Shields

Welcome & Apologies:

A number of apologies had been received from members unable to attend.  Tom
welcomed everyone and formally thanked the membership for enabling the group to get
to where we are.

In the absence of Tom over the next 6 weeks in Canada, Jon was approved as interim
chairman.

Minutes of Meeting held on 10.05.16:

Accepted;  proposed Robbie, seconded Colin

Matters Arising:

Item 3:  Peter BS has received a response from Tasmania, including a request
for information re bequests. A response has been sent.

Item 5/6: It was confirmed that we are now a SCIO. Our charity number is given
at the top of the minutes, and should be put onto all formal headed notes.  Logos for
SLF should also be included as well as BIG Lottery.  Peter BS to send the logos round
to the SG.
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Subgroup Updates:

All subgroups had met and were developing their programmes. It was evident that
subgroup notes had not been received by everyone, and that a common approach
was needed. It was agreed that notes should be sent to Peter BS who would
correlate them into a single report which would be distributed with the Agenda of the
meetings.

Community Engagement:

Eryl and Colin have been working on the website and demonstrated progress.
Following problems with Wordpress,  the platform has been moved to WIX, which is
similar but works more easily.  The first page would incorporate a list of events /
dates which can be updated very easily; and links to our Facebook page.  Other
pages will have history, gallery, minutes etc. in PDF format.  Content should be
handled through 1 person, and Eryl has offered to take this on, but contributor status
can be granted by Eryl to enable easy upload, e.g. minutes / agendas.  A domain
name is required. Following discussion, it was agreed that the full title ‘moffat
community woodlands’ should be used rather than some abbreviation, or the use of
gallowhill.

The proposal by Robbie that we need a consensus statement of objectives over the
first year was agreed.  It was agreed that we should use the outcomes of the
subgroups’ initial meetings to produce a summary list. Peter BS undertook to have
a go at this, and send round for comments.  Robbie and Juliet are going to talk to the
Academy before term ends. The statement would be useful for then, but not critical.
Jon has had contact with 2 Academy teachers outside school who are very positive
about the project.

There needs to be an agreed approach to commercial v volunteer planting.  The
latter are best managed through a ‘training’ programme to make best use of volun-
teer time.

Hill Management:

There was considerable discussion on the need for a soil and habitat survey, which
also included Peter Dreghorn.  Jon has contacted a number of organisations about
the need and costs of undertaking a survey. Although there was some variation in
responses, the consensus appeared to be that we require an ‘extended phase I
habitat survey’.  It was agreed that we should proceed to get quotes for such work
to be undertaken, including the contacts from Peter Dreghorn. It was noted that
funding was available for the work, and that it should take place in July.  It was
recommended that the report should be in plain language and should include photos.
Jon undertook to obtain the quotes on behalf of the SG.

The subgroup agreed that priorities were:
● Survey [as above] and planting plan;  a small group is to walk and survey the

hill to inform the planting plan;  Ben Biddlecombe-Hall and Andy Macodonald
will offer expert advice.

● Deer Management;  there are a number of options which will need to be
carefully handled with the members and wider public.  Other species will also
need to be considered

● Volunteer Management;  a smaller properly trained group of volunteers will
be more effective than mass numbers. The project officer will be key to
managing this activity:  a JD is required, so that appointment can be made in
August / September following advertising in July; Jon agreed to write a draft.
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Finance:

It was agreed that there are 3 work streams:
● Grant funding [large and small] - Peter BS and Ian Haddow agreed to ltake

forward
● Fund-raising - Colin and Charlie McMillan to coordinate
● ‘Contract’ funding [fee paying courses etc]

Charlie McMillan agreed to act as book-keeper which will become more important as
we get into grant expenditure.
Colin has produced a list of potential fund-raising which it was agreed should be
circulated to SG for comment. Colin raised the issue of Community Shares. There is
some discrepancy in guidance as to whether we would be eligible as a SCIO to offer
shares. Jon & Colin to investigate and resolve apparent contradiction.
Grant application has gone to ANCBC for the 5% capital shortfall [Jon]. Announce-
ment is at the end of July.
An application to Tesco bags award is being completed for £8k. If among top 3 then
could be 10k or 12k. They require a ‘discrete’ project rather than just support for
general planting. It was agreed that we should aim for planting around the entrance
gate to the Hill, with a welcome board. If we should get into the top 3 then we would
go for additional planting + interpretation boards. Closing date is this weekend.

Volunteer Summary:

Peter BS tabled a summary of offers to volunteer from members, categorised into a
number of options, mainly general support, but some for admin, planting and other
more specific offers.  It was agreed to send the summary to Colin, Jon and Robbie
as coordinators for the subgroups to make individual contact where felt to be
appropriate.

Legal Update:

Tom and Peter BS gave a summary of the meeting with Tom Pottinger who is acting
as our legal representative.  He is taking on board all of the issues which need to be
addressed in transfer of title, including the issue of ‘ransom strip’. He has made
contact with the solicitors for AE, and for SLF.
2 additional issues which were noted:

● There are apparently 2 outbuildings on the access road for which ground rent
is being paid to AE. The ownership and transfer needs to be clarified.  An
offer has been made to buy the outbuildings outright once in our ownership.

● It was noted that we need clarity on responsibility for boundary maintenance;
it was agreed to ask Tom P to include this in discussions.

Finance Report:

Jon provided an update to the financial report.  There has been little change from
previous meeting, other than the deposit for the Town Hall hogmanay, and some
stationery purchases.
An additional income / expenditure forecast has been prepared for ANCBC; they
need to see signed off accounts. It was agreed that this was best done at the time of
formal migration from Steering Group to SCIO.
We have received Grant Set-up Forms from SLF for completion.  This requires
assumed spend of the grant over the first year.  Jon to complete.  Juliet asked when
it was anticipated to employ the Project Officer.  It was agreed that this is best linked
to the purchase, and thus we should aim for late August / early September, with an
advert in late July.  Jon agreed to draw up a role specification and circulate it.

Potential Organisations to link to: Jon is taking this forward.
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Scottish Land Fund:

There is nothing to add to that presented under Item 6.

Members’ Meeting / SCIO Inauguration:

There was considerable discussion as to the best way to deal with this, and what is
intended. It was agreed:

● There should be a Members’ Meeting asap [c. 1 month’s time] to formally
transfer from present structure to that of the SCIO.  This is also an opportu-
nity to thank members for their support in reaching the present position.  The
existing Trustees  [as per our application to OSCR] will be confirmed, and
expressions of interest from the rest of the membership will be invited. This
will be done via an e-mail / letter to members.  It was agreed that we should
provide nibbles and drinks for the event. Peter BS to liaise with the Buccleuch
for dates and arrangements.

● Robbie proposed that we should have a stall at the Moffat Show with cream
tea and drinks to provide an update to the community via display boards, and
to encourage new members.  This was strongly supported.  Robbie agreed
to take this forward, with support from Juliet and Jon.

Members’ Forum:

Peter Dreghorn raised the issue of organic management of the site.  It was agreed
that this should be discussed at the Hill Management subgroup of which Peter is a
member.
The issue of commercial planting costs was raised.  Juliet has contact with Graham
Little, and agreed to get informal estimates from him. Robbie likewise agreed to
approach Ben Biddlecombe-Hall.

AOCB:

Jon:  noted that David Cameron of Community Land Scotland had been very
interested in our progress.

Jon: We have been asked to speak at the Reforesting Scotland conference in
October. Appropriate speaker to be decided depending upon which angle they wish
us to cover.

Peter B-S: Viewpark [N Lanarkshire] have asked to meet with us to explore our
experience with SLF and funding generally.  They have offered 21st/22nd June
evening.  Peter B-S to send round to identify other members willing to meet.
[Post-meeting note:   Viewpark have had to postpone until later in the Summer].

Peter B-S: Contact has been made with D&G Multicultural Association who are
interested in holding a ‘Party on the Hill’ for their members and others. It was agreed
that this year would not be appropriate, but may be worth considering next year.

DONM:

Members Meeting: to be confirmed approximately in the next month.
SCIO Trustees meeting: to be arranged subsequently
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